1. The characteristics of the Japanese ie system

The Japanese ie (家) or “family” system\(^1\) encompasses family businesses, names, and property. That is, an ie is a group that, on the basis of indivisible family property, works at a hereditary family business, has a socially constructed family name, and is tied together mainly by a biological family relationship. Generational inheritance is generally accomplished through the succession of a single son with the intention of ensuring that the ie is maintained through the generations. This maintenance of the ie through the generations is referred to as “the continuity of the ie.” It is rare to find anything resembling the Japanese ie system among other ethnic groups, and in this sense, the ie is a traditional family/kinship system unique to Japan [Nakane 1970; Ōtake 1982; Mizubayashi 1987; Nakane 1987; Ōtō 1996].

The Japanese ie system has numerous unique characteristics that are worthy of attention.

The first characteristic is single succession. Divided succession was practiced in Japan until the early Edo period. Thereafter, with the establishment of the ie system in the early modern era, there was a transition to single succession. Thus, the heir of the ie inherited all of the family’s assets, including movable and immovable property. Ideally, the heir was the oldest son. As he was likely to be the heir, particular attention was given to the oldest son’s upbringing and education [Ōta 2006]. The family property was, in principle, indivisible. In the ie system, the position of patriarch and the family property were passed down in an exclusive fashion. It was believed that the ie, along with the family business and the family name, had to be passed down to children and grandchildren. Therefore, in the event of an unfortunate interruption in the ie, often someone would enter

---

\(^1\) In Japanese, the word ie ordinarily refers to the house or residence, but in this essay, it is used to refer to social family and kinship structures. For details, see the main text.
and revive it.

The second characteristic is the establishment of the family name. The family name is the proper noun used to refer to the *ie*. It demonstrates the attitude that an *ie* is hereditary and genealogical. As in the expression “*kamei o ageru* (raising the family’s reputation),” there is a strong sense of the *ie* being something that is presented to the outside [Mizubayashi 1987; Ozasa 1994].

Thus, the *ie* is, for the family patriarch, something passed down by his ancestors and something that his children and grandchildren must inherit. It was thought of as passing through his hands for a brief time, so the family’s assets could not be freely split up just because an individual patriarch wished to do so. The family precepts of the Edo period merchant families make this clear [Miyamoto 1999]. The family headship, the property, and name did not belong to the patriarch but were entrusted to him by his ancestors and had to be passed down to the next generation. In other words, the family patriarch was a temporary post that lasted only until it was passed on to the next family patriarch. This demonstrates clearly the principles of the *ie*: strong social regulations applied to the disposition of family property, withdrawal from the family business, and the decline of the family business.

The third characteristic is the lack of regulations preventing the adoption of outsiders into the family. In the event that there was no oldest son or other appropriate heir, an adoption system allowed an adoptee to be brought in to inherit the *ie*, and the adoptee did not have to be a blood relative. In other words, under the Japanese *ie* system, there were no regulations stipulating that only men from the father’s side of the family could serve as adoptees in order to prevent outsiders from entering the family line. In comparison with other family systems worldwide, the Japanese *ie* system is unique in that it is not concerned with consanguinity.

The fourth characteristic is the formation of affiliation groups. When the family branched off, an affiliation group was formed based on the genealogical relationship between the main family and the branch family with a hierarchical structure. Japan is unique in that affiliation groups formed within villages and did not spread outside of them [Nakane 1987].

The fifth characteristic is ancestor worship. Ancestor worship formed with the founding of the *ie*, and it is demonstrated by the construction of temples and the establishment of farmers’ graves. The concept of the founder (ancestor) of the *ie* first
appeared in the mid-17th century, and spread rapidly from the end of the 17th century until the beginning of the 18th century [Takeda 1957; Mizubayashi 1987]. Ancestor worship was linked to estates and estate grounds and encouraged special consideration toward them. The estate was thought to belong to the ancestors, and it comprised a special magical/spiritual space [Muratake 1973]. The inheritance of the estate and the estate grounds had special significance in terms of both the inheritance of mortuary tablets indicating ancestor worship and the succession of the ie.

2. The Japanese-style ie in East Asia

In the past, discussions concerning families and kin have taken place in various academic fields, and among these, the family and kinship theories of social anthropology have demonstrated probably the most thorough deductive reasoning and global awareness. It is necessary to consider the Japanese ie in a global manner based on these theories.

Yoshida [1983] and Akashi [1990] used the family and kinship theories of social anthropology to bring about a revolution in the family and kinship theories of Japanese historical studies. Up until then, family and kinship studies in the field of Japanese history mainly used Marxist theory, and this discourse contained numerous errors [Akashi 1983]. At present, in social anthropology, hypotheses regarding families and kinship based on Marxism have been rejected [Shimizu 1987].

This essay takes up the task of situating the Japanese ie system among the family and kinship systems of East Asia using the framework of the family and kinship theories of social anthropology. In so doing, emphasis is given to regional differences and historical changes. This is the main concern of this essay.

2.1. Stem families

We will first review the forms that families take in Japan. As a familial concept, the Japanese ie refers to a stem family. Families can be broadly separated into large and small. Large families include numerous married couples, and small families are the minimum family unit, involving only one married couple. Small families are also referred to as nuclear families. Large families include stem families in which married couples of the same generation are connected vertically and joint or extended families made up of multiple married couples from a single generation. Ever since the establishment of the
ie in the early Edo period, Japanese families have been stem families. In these stem families, married couples from a single generation are vertically linked through father-son succession [Saitō 1988; Ōtō 1996]. In the case of Japan, based on the fact that stem families do not prefer to split into small families and because there is no evidence that small families were regarded as the ideal family type, it is appropriate to state that stem families are the prevalent family type. Of course, small families do exist but only at a temporary point in a family’s life cycle.

2.2. The Japanese ie in East Asia

Social anthropology has put its energies into explicating consanguineous structures, that is, descent groups. Descent groups are groups of biologically related family members originating from the same ancestors. The unique characteristics of descent groups are: (1) they acquire their members through birth and do not change based on marriages, etc., (2) they are subject to rules prohibiting marriage within the lineage, that is, exogamy, and (3) they are characterized by the custom of preventing the adoption of those not of the same bloodline into the family, for instance, preventing the adoption of non-biologically related sons into the father’s side [Nakane 1987]. Based on these descent groups, we can separate the kinship structures of the world into two main types: unilineal societies with either paternal or maternal consanguineous structures and bilateral societies that do not have this feature.2

Japan is a bilateral society that lacks descent groups. Japan’s kinship structures appear to be patrilineal descent groups, but because membership privileges change based on marriage and adoption, that is, because members’ surnames change, and because there are no regulations on marriage and adoption of outsiders, they are not descent groups. Patrilineal principles such as those seen in China did not take root in the same form in Japanese society. In their place, we find the ie system, which is exceptional in a bilateral society and is characterized by being strongly slanted toward the father’s side of the family.

Southeast Asia is in general a bilateral society similar to Japan. In contrast, China and India have patrilineal descent groups. In particular, the patrilineal principles of China have had an overwhelming influence upon the societies of the surrounding regions. First,
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2 In this essay, I do not use the word “bilineal” because I have misgivings concerning this concept.
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let us examine the regions in East Asia under this influence [Fukuda 1992; Sakane 1996].

China has patrilineal descent groups called zongzu [宗族] [Segawa 2004; Shiga 1967]. Zongzu are organizations of descendants sharing common ancestors. The members have the same surname, and because surnames do not change upon marriage, husbands and wives do not share them. There is a custom of individuals of the same generation sharing one character of their names, and genealogical charts of their members were created. These genealogical charts and naming customs led to a strong sense of belonging to the zongzu. Zongzu have group assets and ancestral temple halls on common land. In China, rules prohibiting marriage within the lineage and the adoption of outsiders into the family were strictly upheld. In traditional Chinese families, sons remain even after marriage, ideally in rooms beside those of their parents, and extended families live together and share assets [Shiga 1967; Chen 1990]. However, this is ultimately the ideal form, and in fact, there are not many such large families. Due to the concept of shared residences and assets, succession of property involved equal division of assets among only those sons who were full family members.

Korea, like China, has patrilineal descent groups called munjung, which have genealogical records and practice the custom of members of the same generation sharing a character in their names. There are rules preventing marriage within the lineage and the adoption of outsiders, and because surnames do not change upon marriage, husbands and wives do not share the same them. The difference with China is the family system. Korea, like Japan, has stem families, and the ideal form is not a large family, as it is in China. Divided succession of assets by sons is practiced, and because only the oldest son officiates the ancestor rituals, he inherits more assets than the others. In both China and Korea, descent groups are not formed within villages but are spread out between different villages.

Okinawa, as well, has patrilineal consanguineous groups known as muntyuu. However, the extent of their regional diffusion and the consistency of their patrilineal bloodline principles do not reach the levels of those of China and Korea. Their social functions are more limited than in China and Korea. The Okinawan muntyuu was institutionalized from the end of the 17th century onward for purposes of political control by the Ryukyu Kingdom. Thus, the institutionalization of the peasant class in the muntyuu occurred only recently, in the Meiji period. In regional terms, the institutionalization occurred mainly in Shuri and surrounding areas in the southern part of
the main island of Okinawa, but on outlying islands surrounding the main island as well as in Miyako and Yaeyama, patrilineal principles were fairly weak. Among the special characteristics of patrilineal consanguineous structures in Okinawa is the fact that there are restrictions preventing the adoption of outsiders into the family but no restrictions on marriage. The lack of restrictions on marriage resembles the *ie* system of the Japanese mainland. However, there are four main taboos, including the prohibition of the adoption of outsiders, which apply to inheritance, making it clear that the patrilineal principle is stronger than it is on the Japanese mainland.\(^3\) The family system involves stem families where the oldest son remains, and like Korea, divided succession by sons only is practiced with the oldest son, who is responsible for mortuary rituals, given preferential treatment [Higa 1986; Kurima 1990; Kitahara and Awa 2001; Nakachi 1994; Sugihara 1994].

A diagram comparing patrilineal principles in China, Korea, Okinawa, and the Japanese mainland would show that the typical patrilineal society of China lies at the opposite extreme from the *ie* system of the Japanese mainland, with Korea located near China and Okinawa located between Korea and the Japanese mainland [Nakane 1973].

Above, I have mainly described the structure of kinship based on descent groups, but the structure of kinship involves both ancestor-centered descent groups and self-centered kinship relationships [Gamō 1974; Muratake 1973]. Because descent groups are based mainly on ancestor worship, in general, they do not play significant roles in economic activities or poverty relief. Traditionally, Japanese researchers have tended to emphasize the roles of consanguineous structures in economic activities, but this is a mistake. With regard to everyday life and production, self-centered kinship relationships in fact play a more significant role. In all regions, they occupy an important position in everyday life and production.

### 3. Kagoshima, where *ie* were not established

When situating Japanese *ie* globally, and in particular, when situating them within Asian society, it is necessary to consider the family and kinship structures of the Kagoshima region.

In the society of the Kagoshima region, divided succession was practiced, and there

\(^3\) In this essay, the Japanese mainland refers to the three islands of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu (excluding the Kagoshima region, the Amami region, and the Okinawa region).
was no clear *ie* system, as there was in other regions of the Japanese mainland. It is apparent that the norms of the *ie* are quite limited. Kagoshima is characterized by the following: (1) equal, divided succession of land assets by sons is practiced in place of single succession, (2) various divided households existing alongside one another, (3) weakness of social restrictions regarding assets handed down by ancestors, that is, the concept of family property, (4) the non-use of the words “main family” and “branch family” in the sense intended on the Japanese mainland, (5) the weak development of affiliation structures, and (6) the weakness of the concept of ancestors, with a lack of special attachment to estate grounds linked to ancestor worship. In general, it may be said that *ie* did not develop there [Sakane 1996].

On the Japanese mainland, the succession system transitioned from divided succession to single succession from the late 17th century onward, and the *ie* system was gradually established; however, in the Kagoshima region, such a transition did not occur. This seems to be due to both systemic and economic factors related to political rule. The systemic factors include the fiefdom’s farmland division system, called the *kadowari* (門割) system, under which the farming households switched to different plots of farmland, called *kadochi* (門地), after a certain number of years, which seems to have inhibited the development of the concept of family property among the peasant class. Due to the *kadowari* system, the Satsuma fiefdom lacked the body of *Honbyakusyo* (本百姓) and the village taxation system that would have been needed to implement the *kadowari* system, and this also served to prevent *ie* from forming. Economic factors included the wide distribution of uncultivated land and an imbalanced resource situation involving a lack of manpower to work the land. That is, farmers functioned as development groups, and under these conditions, they were granted small plots of land through divided succession, a situation that seemed to encourage them to increase their land holdings through new development. In addition, an extensive, unproductive management style and the fact that little work had ever been done on the land were probably also factors that facilitated the division of the farmland [Sakane 1996].

In the Kagoshima area, small families were the main family type. In Kagoshima,
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4 Even in the Satsuma fiefdom, the *ie* system was established among the warrior class. This discussion is focused on the peasants’ society, referred to as “*zai*” (社) in the Kagoshima region.

5 *Honbyakusyo* refers to the main constituents of the village, who owned farmland and were responsible for paying yearly taxes. Under the village taxation system, the villages were responsible for collecting taxes from the village overall and paying them to the feudal lord.
households were divided in various ways, with *inkyobunke* being one of the most prevalent. Specifically, when the oldest son married, his parents would move, along with all members of the household other than the oldest son and his wife, to a new household, and when the second-oldest son married, they would move again, along with all members of the household other than the second-oldest son and his wife. As this was repeated, eventually, when the youngest son married, a single household of only the parents was formed. When this household division occurred, assets were distributed almost equally to the sons through divided succession, with the exception of the portion for the parents, called the *inkyobun*. In this way, the division of households was repeated alongside divided succession among sons. Therefore, the family type was a small family comprising a single husband and wife in the Kagoshima area.

The divided households were managed separately, and the parents lived independently. When it became difficult for the parents to live on their own, the youngest son took charge of looking after them. When the parents passed away, their *inkyobun* assets were inherited by the youngest son. Thus, because the youngest son inherited the *inkyobun*, he inherited more assets than his brothers. The mortuary tablets moved with the parents, and they were ultimately inherited by the youngest son, who thereby became the *ihaimoto* or the holder of the tablets.

The form of divided succession practiced in the Kagoshima region is often referred to as succession by the youngest son because he looked after his aged parents and often inherited the *inkyobun* as well as the mortuary tablets. However, the unique characteristic of succession customs in Kagoshima is not the fact that the youngest son played a relatively significant role but that there were no particular fixed succession customs. With regard to household division, there were cases in which the married older brothers successively moved to new residences, leaving the parents in the original residence; there were also cases in which mortuary tablets were divided among brothers, and tablets older than a particular generation were discarded [Ono 1965]. Thus, the unique characteristic of the Kagoshima region is the lack of a particular, unified method of handing down mortuary tablets and dividing households. However, with regard to inheritance of assets, relatively equally divided succession among sons was practiced [Kawashima 1965; Takeda 1970; Naitō 1973; Sakane 1996].

How, then, should the family and kinship relationships of the Kagoshima region be situated globally? In traditional family and kinship studies, the divided succession of the
Kagoshima region and the family and kinship relationships based on it are generally either treated as exceptional phenomena of the Kagoshima region, or they are treated as part of an emphasized pattern of diverse family forms on the Japanese mainland [Kawashima 1965; Fukuda 1992; Mitsuyoshi 1986]. However, these conceptions are mistaken. This essay proposes that the Kagoshima region occupies a more mainstream position.

In this essay, I would like to emphasize the fact that (1) divided succession, like that practiced in the Kagoshima region, was historically typical on the Japanese mainland as well until the ie formed in the early modern period, and that (2) in global terms, family and kinship relationships in Southeast Asia, which is a divided succession society, resemble those of the Kagoshima region.

It is very clear based on prior empirical studies that the form of succession practiced on the Japanese mainland prior to the formation of the ie was divided succession. The inkyobunke method was also widespread [Sakane 1996]. There is also no sign that descent groups existed in Japanese society prior to the formation of ie and affiliation structures, and society featured the same bilateral social structure as Southeast Asia [Yoshida 1983; Akashi 1990]. Given this, it seems that in the Kagoshima region, as a result of the obstruction of the formation of family property and the development of group functions of farmers under the kadowari system as well as the lack of a village taxation system and a body of Honbyakusyo, ie did not form, and the divided succession customs of the Middle Ages therefore persisted. This is the first way in which we will situate the system historically.

Second, I would like to compare family and kinship relationships on the Japanese mainland to those in Southeast Asia. I will discuss Thailand as a representative example of a bilateral society in Southeast Asia. According to Mizuno’s study [1981] comparing family and kinship relationships in Thailand to those of Japan, Thai family and kinship relationships as well as succession customs demonstrate the typical characteristics of a bilateral society. In other words, there is a tendency toward nuclear families, ie/affiliation structures do not exist, parents are often cared for by the youngest son, there is no particular fixed norms of family relationships and succession customs, bilateral kin play an important role, and equal, divided succession of assets is practiced. All of these points are shared with the Kagoshima region. Referencing again the previously mentioned diagram of patrilineal principles, if the patriarchal society of China lies at one extreme, then the bilateral society of Southeast Asia lies at the opposite extreme. If the Japanese
mainland with its \textit{ie} and affiliation groups lies in the middle, the Kagoshima region is no doubt situated quite close to Southeast Asia. This is the second way in which we will situate the system globally. That is, in order to accurately understand the character of family and kinship relationships in the Kagoshima region, they should be looked at in terms of their similarity to the bilateral society of Southeast Asia rather than forcing a comparison with Japanese \textit{ie} kinship structures, as is often done.

4. Historical transformations in kinship organizations and Chinese civilization

Finally, let us situate the family and kinship relationships of East Asia from a historical perspective with reference to those of the Kagoshima region. Looked at over a long span of history, Chinese-style Confucian ethics and patrilineal consanguineous principles had a significant influence upon mainland China and surrounding societies, and there is no doubt that these societies were drastically transformed as a result. In other words, all of these regions are bilateral societies in terms of their cultural roots, but due to the influence of Chinese civilization, they seem to have transitioned to patrilineal societies.

Korea is the most typical example. In Korea, Goryeo Dynasty kinship structures are thought of as bilateral relationships lacking descent groups, and temporary residence in the wife’s home was normal. This changed drastically in the mid-Joseon Dynasty (17\textsuperscript{th} century). In other words, there was a transformation in marriage types from temporary residence in the wife’s home to residence in the husband’s home, a transformation in rituals, which were now carried out by the oldest son alone instead of all of the sons and daughters, a transition from equal succession by sons and daughters to succession by sons alone, with preference given to the oldest son, a transition from succession by all members of the children to selection of heirs excluding the children of daughters with different surnames, the development of genealogical records, and the transition to recording methods that prioritized sons in those genealogical records. Obviously, there was a transition from bilateral family and kinship relationships to Chinese-style patrilineal family and kinship relationships. These changes were brought about by neo-Confucian ideas imported in the late Goryeo Dynasty and strong implementation, encouragement, and management of a Chinese-style family system by rulers. As a result, from the 17\textsuperscript{th} century onward, patrilineal consanguineous groups called \textit{munjung} gradually gained
traction. In the course of this, needless to say, Chinese-style patrilineal consanguineous principles and native Korean bilateral customs both conflicted and united. This is demonstrated by the fact that native Korean bilateral customs such as residence in the wife’s home, marriage within the lineage, and adoption of outsiders into the family were preserved, mainly in the common class, until the late Joseon Dynasty [Inoue 1985; Shima 2004]. In Korea, patrilineal principles gained strength, and exclusive rituals by oldest sons as well as divided succession prioritizing oldest sons were established from the late 17th century to the 18th century [Shima 1992], the same period in which the ie system formed on the Japanese mainland.

I would like to emphasize here that, along with the penetration of Chinese patrilineal principles, there was a transformation in family structures. According to an analysis by Shima [1992] of Daegu family registers, prior to the establishment of patrilineal principles, family structures involved a pattern of living together with the youngest son, but this gradually transformed into a pattern of living together with the oldest son from the 18th century onward. The pattern of living with the youngest son refers to cases in which adult sons successively married and became independent, and the father and mother ultimately continued living together with the youngest son or the youngest son and his wife. The pattern of living with the oldest son is seen currently in Korea and refers to cases in which the oldest son and his wife live together with the son’s father and mother, and the younger sons get married and become independent. Among these, the pattern of living with the youngest son is seen currently in the Kagoshima region, and with the exception of the gender difference, it greatly resembles the Thai pattern of the youngest daughter ultimately continuing to live together with her parents. In this sense, as well, prior to the penetration of Chinese-style patrilineal principles, it can be said that Korean family and kinship relationships were bilateral.

In other societies surrounding China, similar transformations took place. Okinawa originally lacked a patrilineal consanguineous system, and family and kinship relationships were bilateral, but beginning in the end of the 17th century, patrilineal consanguineous structures called muntoyu began to form in the ruling class. The formation of muntoyu in the countryside occurred relatively recently, during the Meiji period at the earliest, and in the Taishō period in the northern part of the main island of Okinawa. Okinawan muntoyu lack restrictions on marriage, and although numerous examples of outsider adoption may be found in genealogical charts of the Ryukyu warrior class, this indicates a
process of conflict and merging between Chinese-style patrilineal principles and native Okinawan bilateral kinship customs. It has been pointed out that there was a custom of succession by the youngest son prior to the formation of muntyuu, suggesting the existence of the above-described pattern of living together with the youngest son [Nakane 1973; Kitahara, Awa 2001; Niizato 1994].

Family and kinship relationships on the Amami islands were also bilateral [Nakane 1964; Ueno 1983; Katō 1999]. Succession of assets involved equal, divided succession by the sons. Some degree of preference was given to the son who carried on the ancestor worship. In Amami, there is a stronger concept of inheriting mortuary tablets than on the Japanese mainland, although it is not accompanied by taboos, as in Okinawa. However, there were no particular regulations regarding who could serve as heir. This indicates, as in Okinawa, that an ie system such as that of the Japanese mainland was not established. With regard to family types, because sons gained a portion of the family property upon marriage and successively became independent, the nuclear family was the most prevalent [Toya 1981; Nakachi 1991]. With the exception of the emphasis on the concept of mortuary tablets succession, the family and kinship relationships as well as the asset succession type greatly resemble those of the Kagoshima region.

Directly to the south of China, in northern Vietnam, patrilineal kinship groups called dong ho took shape. Dong ho are kinship structures with clear membership rights for members on the father’s side of the family, and they may be seen as patrilineal descent groups; however, because of the bilateral mixture of kindred and patrilineal descendants in family trees, the lack of shared characters in the names of family members of the same generation, the high position of women in terms of assets, divided succession by men and women, the diversity of dong ho, some of which had shared assets, lineage charts, and shrines, the relative lack of clarity in the restrictions on marriage, the fact that the recording of lineage charts was simple and consisted of memos regarding rituals and grave visits, and the high status of family members by marriage, it is apparent that they are overall different from the Chinese-style model of patrilineal descent, with pronounced bilateral elements [Suenari 1995; 1998; 2002; Miyazawa 1996; 1999; 2000]. This seems to be the result of conflict and merging between a base of original Vietnamese bilateral kinship customs and the Chinese-style patrilineal descent model.

In contrast to the strongly Chinese-style, patrilineal characteristics of northern Vietnam, southern Vietnam is more Southeast Asian/bilateral. In southern Vietnam,
divided succession by men and women is practiced, and the nuclear family is the main family type. Because children successively split off into different homes with marriage or the birth of their first children, there is a tendency for the youngest son or a daughter and his or her spouse to support the mother and father, and the youngest son carries on the rituals. Couples often reside with the wife’s family, but there is no rigid pattern. Kinship structures and rituals are bilateral, and there is little awareness of genealogy. Residence styles resemble the estate-based common residence groups of Thailand, and in general there are many points of similarity with families and kin of the Southeast Asian mainland, including Thailand [Takahashi 1971; Nakanishi 1998; 1999; 2004; Shibuya 2000].

Table 1 depicts the kinship system described above. In conclusion, there are two points I would like to mention.

The first is the transformation of kinship structures. Owing to the overwhelming influence of Chinese civilization, the societies surrounding China that were originally bilateral seem to have progressively absorbed Chinese-style patrilineal ideology and transformed into patrilineal societies. When this occurred, different types of conflicts and merging between the bilateral principles of the base cultures of the various regions and Chinese-style patrilineal principles took place, and the extent of the acceptance of Chinese-style patrilineal principles varied widely. These variations were largely a result of the geographical position of China, the strength or lack thereof of political forces that attempted to impose Chinese-style systems, and the region’s political relationship with China. Above, I have described concrete details concerning these comparisons and contrasts. Unlike East Asia, Southeast Asian regions did not often transform into patrilineal societies because of their geographical relationship with China as well as the stronger influence of Hindu civilization, which was very distinct from Chinese civilization, and the subsequent conversion to Islam.

The second point concerns the succession of assets. It seems that societies surrounding China, including the Japanese peninsula, originally practiced the custom of divided succession by men and women, as in bilateral societies. Apparently, due to the permeation of Chinese-style patrilineal ideology, the tendency to distribute divided assets to sons alone gradually strengthened. When this occurred, due to the conflict and merging with the bilateral customs unique to these societies, there was a division between those societies that transitioned to divided succession between sons alone and those that continued to practice divided succession between both sons and daughters. One
Table 1. Family systems in East Asia and Southeast Asia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Succession of assets</th>
<th>Kinship structure</th>
<th>Family type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Patrilineal/zongzu</td>
<td>Joint family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Patrilineal/munjung</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainland Japan</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Stem family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami</td>
<td>Patrilineal/munya</td>
<td>Stem family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Patrilineal/dong ho</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Patrilineal/zongzu</td>
<td>Joint family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Patrilineal/munjung</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainland Japan</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Stem family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami</td>
<td>Patrilineal/munya</td>
<td>Stem family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Patrilineal/dong ho</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

manifestation of this is the way in which succession of assets began to follow succession of rituals, and some societies began to give priority to oldest sons as the successors of rituals.

On the Japanese mainland, there are no historical traces indicating that descent groups once existed, and the region was originally a bilateral society. In ancient times, Chinese-style principles were introduced by the ruling class [Yoshida 1983; Watanabe 1985], but as these conflicted and merged with native Japanese bilateral principles, patrilineal kinship structures did not develop into patrilineal descent groups. What developed instead were the kinship structures of ie/affiliation groups, which resemble, yet are distinct from, patrilineal descent groups. In this process, the unusual system of single succession by the oldest son developed. As shown in Table 1, single succession occurs on the Japanese mainland only. This is one of the points I would like to emphasize in this essay.

Where, then, should the Kagoshima region be situated? As shown by the previous discussion and by Table 1, the Kagoshima region is an East Asian society that, perhaps coincidentally, has almost completely failed to absorb Chinese-style patrilineal ideology and the principles of the ie. Viewed from the world of East Asia, it is an isolated pocket where Chinese-style patrilineal principles and the principles of the ie failed to penetrate. Next to the Kagoshima region, the region over which patrilineal principles and the principles of the ie exhibited the least influence is the Amami region. A consideration of the above points seems to show that the Kagoshima region features a society in which the bilateral base of Japanese society was left behind in a more complete form than it was in other regions. It is the assertion of this essay that regarding this as a point of commonality with bilateral Southeast Asian societies provides the clearest view of its historical positioning. It is for this reason that I stated that the family and kinship organizations of the Kagoshima region are indispensable in globally situating the Japanese ie.
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